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Abstract. Computer-based education relies on information systems to
support teaching and learning processes. These systems store trace data
about the interaction of the learners with their different functionalities.
Process mining techniques have been used to evaluate these traces and
provide insights to instructors on the behavior of students. However, an
analysis of students behavior on solving open-questioned examinations
combined with the marks they received is still missing. This analysis
can support the instructors not only on improving the design of future
edition of the course, but also on improving the structure of online and
physical evaluations. In this paper, we use process mining techniques
to evaluate the behavioral patterns of students solving computer-based
open-ended exams and their correlation with the grades. Our results
show patterns of behavior associated to the marks received. We discuss
how these results may support the instructor on elaborating future open
question examinations.

Keywords: education, process mining, educational process mining, exam
process

1 Introduction

Educational process mining [1] analyzes data generated from educational systems
using process mining techniques. These analyses may support the course instruc-
tors for example on understanding how students engage with self-assessment [2] or
how the students behave while using the online educational systems [3]. Typically,
these kind of analyses focus on online courses, such as the ones provided by
Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) platforms like Coursera1, Edx2, etc. In
these settings the courses are designed for being taught online. Consecutively
also students assessments is performed online using closed-answer questions [3,4].

However, with the advent of the COVID-19 pandemic, a new reality emerged:
courses that were designed to be held in presence had to switch to online mode

⋆ This work was supported by the Einstein Foundation Berlin [grant number EPP-
2019-524, 2022]

1 https://www.coursera.org
2 https://www.edx.org
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due to the various lockdowns. Oftentimes this transfer from physical mode to
online mode had to be performed with short notice, leaving the instructors little
or not time to design the course anew. As a result, many courses “switched” to
online by simply mimicking their in-presence version. Thus, previously planned
on-paper exams, were simply replaced by online documents to be downloaded by
the students, performed within a remotely-controlled environment (i.e., monitor-
ing students via webcam, microphone, screenshots) and uploaded again to the
system [5]. These kind of exams are referred to as open questions computer-aided
examinations.

In order to make it possible for the teacher or other authorities to check for
students misconduct during the exam at a later stage, the monitoring data are
usually persisted in event logs as trace data [6]. In this way, such setting opens
up to a unique opportunity to use process mining to gain further insights on
the exam-taking process. Specifically, mining techniques can be used to support
the instructors on understanding how the students behave when solving the
exam, for example to understand which question was more or less demanding.
Also, confronting the behavior for solving the exam with the marks the students
received may provide other insights to the instructors. For example, if certain
behavior leads to better performance, if the most demanding question was also the
one with lower marks meaning that the students did not acquire the knowledge.

In this paper, we use a multi-method approach based on process mining [7] to
analyze the trace data generated from the interaction of students with an online
system while doing an exam with open questions. We used data from two master
course exams. We enriched the trace data with the marks the students received
for each of the questions. The results show that there is a pattern on solving the
exam when considering the topmost performers students. Also, there is a relation
between the time spent by the students on solving the question with the marks
they received for the question. With this research we contribute to the area for
educational process mining by showing how process mining can be used also to
support courses designed as physical.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses the related
work. Section 3 presents our method for evaluating students behavior on solving
an online exam. Section 4 describes our scenario of application including the
setting, results and some discussions. Section 5 concludes our work and provide
some future directions.

2 Related Work

Educational data has been exploited by process mining techniques for various
analyses [8] and in several ways. In [3] the data is grouped considering the grades
and the behavior of the students while using an online educational tool. Process
mining techniques are then applied to the different groups showing that the
models discovered are more comprehensible and with higher fitness than the
models learned using the whole data. In [9] data from a Massive Open Online
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Course (MOOC) was used to analyze the behavior of the students during the
learning phase confronted with the final marks they achieve in the course.

Our literature review did not find many works related to ours, i.e., that focus
on using process mining for analyzing the behavior of the students considering an
online assessment. In the remaining of this section we outline the contributions
of works who take online assessment into account.

In [2] process mining is used to evaluate how students engage with self-
assessment and formative assessment and how these two types of assessments
are related. In [4] process mining is used to evaluate the navigation behavior of
students when answering to a close-ended online test. Also, a navigation reference
model is used for conformance checking. The results of the paper show that the
navigation behavior impacts on the performance of the students. In [10] a system
to automatically evaluate the performance of students was proposed. Process
discovery is used to learn the process used by the students when doing an online
test that requires the use of a special software, e.g., ERP system. The process
discovered represent how the student behaved to achieve the given business
scenario. Based on the learned model students’ performance is automatically
evaluated. In [11] different techniques of process mining were used to evaluated
assessment data from online multiple choice tests. Data from two exams were
considered where in a first study the questions must be answered in a strict order
and immediately after the students could receive feedback and learn the correct
answer. In the second study, the student could choose the order for answering
the questions and they could revisit earlier questions and their answer. In [12]
process mining was used to examine self-regulated learning (SRL) of students.
By analyzing data recorded during think-aloud sessions, differences were found
in the frequency and order of the performed tasks. In [13] a framework called
Trace-SRL was proposed to analyze SRL processes, using stochastic process
mining under the theoretical lens of SRL. Findings include the discovery of
different learner-strategy types along with specific patterns.

While related, none of the above-mentioned works focuses on evaluating
computer-aided examinations with open-ended questions. In the following section,
we describe how this format of examination can be evaluated. Also, we compare
the behavior of the students when answering the test with the marks they received
for the questions.

3 Method

Computer-aided examinations with open-ended questions belong to the context
of computer-aided teaching and learning, In this environment there are two main
actors, the instructor and the student. The instructor is responsible for designing
the course, teaching and grading the students. The students are responsible for
learning the content taught to them and perform an examination that assesses
how well they acquired the content taught in the course. During the course
design phase the instructor designs the classes to be taught and also how the
examination will be. In this environment, the examination is performed using
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an online system that is able to store the interactions of the students with the
system during the examination. Also, the grading of the examination is made
available digitally.

Our method aims at improving the instructors knowledge about the exam-
process. To this end, its input is constituted by the generated trace data and the
grades of the students. Next, it encodes them onto an enriched event log. Process
mining techniques and statistical methods are used to analyze this enriched
event log, presenting the discovered knowledge to the instructor. Based on this
knowledge the instructor may change the design of future editions of the course,
which may include more teaching time on concepts that were shown to be not
clear to the students or changing the order of the concepts being evaluated (i.e.,
questions) in the examination. Figure 1 depicts a sketch of our method. The
shaded steps are the steps of the computer-aided teaching and learning process
on which this research focuses.

Course 
design

Learning Examination

Instructor

Students

Grading

Students
interactions Grades

Event 
log

Analysis

Knowledge

Computer-Aided Teaching and Learning

Teaching

Encoding

Fig. 1: Exploiting process mining to analyze exams in order to gather knowledge
for improving computer-aided teaching & learning processes.

The encoding of the event log is done in two steps. The first step creates a
standard event log in the XES [14] format with case ID, activity and timestamp.
And the second enriches the created event log with attributes that correspond
to the grades received in the questions and in the overall exam. Also, attributes
that store the duration of working on each question are included in the event log.

For generating the event log the method requires that the online system being
used stores data that allow one to identify when the student was working in
each of the questions. Given that the goal is to analyze the student behavior on
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performing an online exam, the student matriculation number defines a case in
the event log and the student interactions with the system define the activities.

We focus on collecting insights on how the students answered the questions of
the exam, therefore we created four activity templates: Look Question X, Work
on Question X, Save Draft of Question X and Submit Question X, where X is a
placeholder for the question number. The first activity starts when the student
opens question X and finishes when the student either closes question X, starts
working on question X or save or submit question X. The second activity starts
when the student starts writing on the environment and finishes when the student
closes the question or presses the save or submit button in the system. The third
activity happens when the student pushes the button to save a draft of the ques-
tion. The fourth activity happens when the student pushes the button to submit
the question. Saving a draft or submitting a question do not have a meaningful
duration. The duration that we are interested on is the duration of the Work on
Question X activity, which represents the overall time that the student took to
answer the question. The structure of the final traces in the event log is Tracei =
⟨Studenti, Activity, T ime,GradeQ1

, ..., GradeQn
, DurationQ1

, ..., DurationQn
⟩.

For the analysis phase process mining techniques [7] are used. Process discovery
is used to explore the sequence behavior of solving the exam searching for possible
patterns. Process data such as duration of the activities, activities most frequently
executed wee collected for the analysis. The choice of the process data collected
is of the instructor depending on the investigation he or she wants to do.

4 Application

As an application scenario, we applied our method on a case of open question
examinations, henceforth called Exam1 and Exam2. These examinations stemmed
from two master courses of an Austrian university. The two courses were designed
for in-presence teaching and examinations. However, due to a COVID-19 wave
the classes and the exams were moved to online.

For what concerns the exams, all the setup was kept the same as to a written
exam taken physically. All the questions were made available online in the
Teaching and Learning information system in the same way that they were
available in the paper format. The students could visit the questions in the order
they wanted and as many times as they wanted. It was possible to save a draft
of the answers until the submission of the final answers. Each exam had to be
performed in 90 minutes, however the students were given 10 minutes more than
planned for the physical exam to compensate any possible infrastructure issue,
summing up a maximum of 100 minutes for doing the exam.

In the following, we describe the details of applying our method to analyze
the behavior of the students when answering the questions of Exam1 and Exam2
and how this behavior is related to the grades they achieved. Section 4.1 describes
the event logs generated from the data logged by the Moodle system and the
grades achieved by the students. Section 4.2 presents the results found. And,
Section 4.3 discusses our findings.
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4.1 Setting

Exam1 had 8 questions and Exam2 had 4 questions. Thus, the event log for
each of the exams were composed by 32 and 16 distinct activities, respectively.
The teaching and learning system stored every interaction event along with a
timestamp. This timestamp was used to set when each activity started. The
students matriculation identifiers defined the cases in the event log. For Exam1
61 students completed the exam and for Exam2 27 students. Thus, the event
logs had 61 and 27 cases, respectively.

The event log was enriched with the grade received for each of the questions
and also the final grade on the exam. Both exams have a maximum of 100
points. For Exam1 the points were split equally, i.e., each of the questions had a
maximum of 12.5 points. For Exam2, three questions (1,2 and 4) had maximum of
20 each and one question (3) had a maximum of 40 points. The event logs where
then filtered by the achieved final grade generating two event logs for each exam.
One event log was composed by the traces of the students that achieved more
than 80 (inclusive) in the exam, i.e., the topmost performers (TP ) of the exam.
The other event log was composed by the traces of the students that achieved
less than 50 (inclusive), i.e., the lowermost performers (LP ) of the exam. Table 1
provides details on the event logs generated. For analyzing the data we used the

Table 1: Event logs description
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Exam1 61 7173 32 88.9 mins 86.7 mins 2 178 224.16 769 199.15
Exam1TP 24 2708 31 89.4 mins 87.6 mins 1 76 87.35 349 84.85
Exam1LP 7 820 29 87.8 mins 82.5 mins 1 27 28.28 85 23.26
Exam2 27 2892 16 99.3 mins 91 mins 2 115 180.75 707 203.53
Exam2TP 7 698 15 84.1 mins 84.4 mins 1 27 46.53 163 50.58
Exam2LP 10 1144 16 103.8 mins 97.2 mins 1 52 71.5 274 75.2

Disco3 tool for process mining and R4 software for correlation analysis and plot
generation. The analyses were guided by the following questions:

Q1: What are patterns in the behavior of exam solving?

3 https://fluxicon.com/disco
4 https://www.r-project.org
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Q2: How does the grade correlate with the time spent to solve a question?

4.2 Results

The number of variants is the same as the number of cases, amounting to 61
variants for Exam1 and 27 variants for Exam2, which shows that every student
used a different strategy to solve the exam.

Figure 2 and Figure 3 depict the process models learned from the event logs
generated for Exam1 and Exam2, respectively. The processes on the left (a) were
learned from Exam1TP and Exam2TP event logs, while the processes on the
right (b) were learned from Exam1LP and Exam2LP event logs.

The activities most executed in all cases are the Work on Question X, given
that these activities are executed when the students are working on the answers
for question X. By analyzing the difference in the color of these activities it is
possible to notice which question the students took more time for answering.
There are self cycle in some of these activities, which means that the teaching and
learning information system automatically saved the draft of the answer. This
happens when the student is continually changing the content of the question,
so periodically the system auto saves the content. Cycles are observed in all
processes, meaning that the students did not work in one question and submitted
it. They chose to save the draft of the answers and they returned to the question
either to change its content or to validate before submitting it. Also, the control
flow analysis of the processes show that in general the topmost performer students
solved the exam following the order presented while the lowermost performer
students solved the exam in a more chaotic way.

Figure 4 depicts the distribution of points for each question. For Exam1 the
majority of the students achieved the maximum points for questions 2, 6 and
8, given the median close to 12.5. Question 7 has a diversity of points, which
indicate that it was the most controversial question in this exam. It is potentially
a question about concepts not well understood by the students and thus a concept
more deeply discussed with the students in future editions of the course. Exam2
seems a more hard exam given that the majority of the students did not score the
maximum points of the questions. Question 3 is the question with more variation
on the points received by the students. It seems the hardest question in this
exam, which it is expected given that it is the only question with maximum of
40 points. Some of the outliers presented in Exam1 correspond to students in
the lowermost performers students. The rest correspond to students that achieve
between 50 and 80 points.

Figure 5 depicts the distribution of the time spent to solve each of the
questions. The duration considers only the time spent on working on a particular
question. It is expressed in seconds. For Exam1 the question that was done faster
by the students were Question 6, while the question that demanded more time
was question 5. When confronting this result with the one presented in Figure
4 it seems that Question 6 was the easiest, given that it was the fasted to be
executed and the majority of the students score the maximum points. Also, it
may indicate a concept well understood by the students. When confronting the
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Fig. 4: Questions versus points achieved on them

data for Question 5, it was the second question with more spread points and
given that it was the question with higher duration, it may indicate that it was a
hard question or the concepts discussed in it were not well understood by the
students. In Exam2, Question 2 was the question that demanded less time from
the students. It was also the question where the students achieved highest points
and there was a less variation on the points achieved. This result indicate to
the instructor that either the question was easy or the concept discussed in it
was well understood by the students. Question 3 had a duration higher than the
other, but this was an expected result given that it was the biggest question. As
the maximum points of this question is double the points of each of the other
questions, it was also expected to be normal a duration of double the duration of
each of the other questions. However, considering the medians this situation was
not observed. Given the variation on points achieved it seems that the content of
this question was not fully understood by some of the students.

A correlation analysis between the duration and the points for each question
using Pearson correlation showed that only Question 2 in Exam2 presents a corre-
lation between these two attributes considering 95% confidence level. Correlation
0.418 and p-value 0.0299. In Exam1 questions 1,2,3,5 and 6 showed a correlation
between the two attributes. The correlations and p-values were (0.461, 0.000185),
(0.289, 0.0241), (0.399, 0.00144), (0.492, 0.0000572) and (0.347, 0.00617) respec-
tively.

4.3 Discussion

From the results observed it is not possible to state that there is not a common
behavior on solving the exams (Q1). Each student created their own strategy for
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Fig. 5: Questions versus time (in seconds) spent on solving them

solving the exam. However, when evaluating groups of students based on their
performance, it was possible to observe a pattern in the behavior of the topmost
performers students. This group solved the questions in the same order in which
they were presented in the exam.

When evaluating the correlation between the time spent for answering the
questions and the points received for each of the questions only Question 2 in
Exam2 showed a correlation. This result conforms with the previous analysis that
showed that the highest points were achieved in Question 2 and this question
was the one with lower duration. It means that the students were confident when
answering this question. It seems that its content was well assimilated by the
students.

5 Conclusion

Process mining has been used in the education area to support the analysis of the
behavior of students in online educational environments. In this paper, we used
process mining to analyze the behavior of students when solving an exam with
open ended questions. Trace data generated from the online teaching and learning
environment was used to generate a event log. This event log was enriched with
attributes that encoded the points received in each question and the time spent
by the students to solve the questions.

We applied our approach in two exams performed by students from two
master courses of an Austrian university. The results raised interesting questions
for the instructor to investigate further, which may support them on the design of
future editions of the courses. Especially, when designing further editions of the
course, our method can help at better content and granularity of the questions.
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Future work shall increment the depth and scope of the analysis of the
educational data at hand. More specifically, we want to improve our analysis in
two ways. First, we want to improve the encoding and consider more cases for
the analysis, such as for example differentiating between students that receive
zero points in a question because they answered it wrongly from those that
did not answer the question. Second, we want to apply other kind of process
mining techniques, such as conformance checking, in order to quantify how much
deviation is associated to a good or a bad grade.
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